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THE BONBARON

PRESS RELEASE

A chair so soft that it feels like � oating.

Nice to know!
• For indoor use. 

• The BonBaron is available in blossom,

   mist, rock grey and thunder grey. 

• The BonBaron Sherpa is available in cider and ecru.

• Material cover The BonBaron: 100% Ole� n. 

• Material cover The BonBaron Sherpa: 100% polyester.

• Material � ilng: chopped foam/EPS. 

Here’s the story
Ever imagined what it would feel like to sit on a cloud in your living room? 
Fatboy translates this desire by presenting The BonBaron. A soft single seater 
that makes you wonder you’re not actually � oating in the sky. 

The BonBaron immediately reveals a typical Fatboy signature. Design with a smile, translated into a bold, inviting lazy seat. A � ne 
piece of furniture with a friendly belly, all yours to enjoy. The BonBaron brings you a completely new indoor seating experience. Think 
of it as the marshmallow you wished to sink into as a kid, but without the stickiness. 

A treat in seating 
With a strong core that guarantees The BonBaron’s upright shape and a � lling that consists of super soft foam, The BonBaron truly 
is a treat in seating of its own kind.  Firm where you want it, soft where you need it. Thanks to clever compartments the  � lling stays 
in place, assuring comfortable seating whilst ensuring the design and shape of the chair. 

The BonBaron grants you to play with that design. The two inner ropes that strengthen the chair from inside emerge on the back 
side, where two oversized buttons allow you to adjust the position of the backrest to your convenience. A design that allows you to 
use The BonBaron how you like it. 

Strong and cuddlesome
The BonBaron comes in four soothing colors: blossom, mist, 
rock grey and thunder grey. We also present The BonBaron in 
sherpa. This super-soft, lammy-like fabric underscores the 
chair’s cuddlesome character. The BonBaron Sherpa 
comes in two earthy tones: cider and ecru. 

• Weight The BonBaron: 17.5 kg.

• Weight The BonBaron Sherpa: 19.5 kg.

• Dimensions: 100 x 110 x 72 cm. 

• Washable cover.


